Ergonomic design. Exceptional durability.
The Lauren shell is specifically designed to integrate with
the Lauren liner, incorporating an anti-twist feature to
ensure proper alignment and is available with an optional
stainless steel insert.
The Lauren Shell
• High performance, engineered polymer for durability
• Smooth outer surface for easier cleaning
• Ergonomically designed for milker comfort

Cluster alignment
Shell design helps the liner/shell combination hang straighter from
the udder during milking.

Prevents liner twist
Alignment notches on the interior of the shell prevent liner twist
and hold the liner in place to maintain proper milking function.

Lauren Shell - #10152
Shown with Lauren liner and short air tube.

Easy cleaning
The shell integrates with the Lauren liner to create a streamlined
profile for easier, more effective cleanability.

We are your milking partner.
Contact us to learn more.
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The Lauren Shell

Liner alignment: Anti-twist alignment notches ensure a complete seal

A and secure the liner in position for proper milking function.

Integrated design: Integrates with the Lauren liner to ensure optimum

B cleanability and a smooth outer profile.

C Durable: Constructed of engineered polymer material.
Short Air Tube Nipple: Tapered short air tube nipple for easier

D installation.

Weighted insert (Optional): Available for configurations in which

E additional cluster weight is desired.

Ordering Specifications
Part #

Description

10152

Milking Shell; Weighted

10152N

Milking Shell; Non-Weighted

Lauren Shell - #10152
Shown with Lauren liner and short air tube.

What others are saying...
Heifers are more comfortable, slips are nearly gone, and teat ends greatly improved because
of the green liner. After a year, teats scoring 1’s and 2’s are at 93.5% compared to 56.1%, which
is where they started.
” Breezy Hill Dairy, Dallas, WI

2162 Reiser Ave SE
New Philadelphia OH 44663
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